














Difference in phase cal 
phase between two X-
band channels 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Causes for variations in timing of phase cal pulses 
 
 
Accurate measurement of instrumental contributions to group and phase 
delays requires that the phase cal “time ticks” be generated as stably as 
possible with respect to the maser “time ticks”.  The epochs at which the 
phase cal pulses are generated may vary due to: 
 

• Variations in delay of 5 MHz signal from maser through ground unit 
o High-stability 5 MHz buffer amplifiers should be used, and the 

temperature of the electronics should be well controlled. 
• Changes in electrical length of cable carrying 5 MHz to phase cal 

antenna unit 
o These changes are measured with the cable calibration system 

and can be corrected for in the analysis stage. 
• Variations in 5 MHz signal delay through antenna unit, due primarily 

to temperature variations 
o Temperature sensitivity of delay through standard (Haystack-

designed) antenna unit is low: ~2 ps/°C. 
o Antenna units are operated in temperature-controlled 

enclosures. 
• If 5 MHz to antenna unit is temporarily interrupted, epoch of pulses 

will shift by 0-4 cycles of 5 MHz = (0-4) x 200 ns. 
o The phase cal-corrected multiband delay will shift by the same 

amount as the change in pulse epoch, unless the frequency 
channels are spaced in multiples of 5 MHz, in which case there 
is no change in multiband delay. 

 Example: An old S-band IVS-R1/R&D sequence had 
spacings in multiples of 8 MHz.  Interrupting the 5 MHz 
would usually cause a jump in the multiband delays. 

o As a general rule, 5 MHz between ground and antenna units 
should not be interrupted during a geodetic or astrometric 
observing session.  Testing of cable measurement system 
should be done before or after a session. 









Vector sum of true phase cal and spurious signal 
as phase of true phase cal rotates through 360° 

 
 

 
 
 

 
1) Spurious signal of constant amplitude and phase – 
Amplitude of vector sum varies through one cycles: 

short-long-short 

 
 
 

2) Spurious signal = phase cal at image frequency – 
Amplitude of vector sum varies through two cycles: 

short-long-short-long-short 

 

Vector sum of true phase cal & spurious signal 

Spurious signal 

True phase cal, rotated in steps of 90° 



















Phase calibrator hardware 
 
 
Most phase calibrators used in geodetic VLBI systems since the 1970s 
have employed tunnel diodes to generate the pulse train.  See, e.g., the 
memo dated 11 May 1988 by Alan Rogers (included in TOW notes).  It 
describes the ‘delay calibrator “antenna unit”’ that was installed in many 
S/X receivers built in the 1980s and 1990s. 
 
Tunnel diodes have become increasingly scarce in the commercial market, 
and alternatives have been sought.  Fortunately, the maximum speed of 
digital logic has continued to increase, to the point that now a pulse 
generator can be built around commercially available digital devices. 
 
A new “digital” phase calibrator was designed by Alan Rogers for the 
VLBI2010 broadband development project.  Its design is described in 
http://www.haystack.mit.edu/geo/vlbi_td/BBDev/023.pdf, a copy of which is 
included in the TOW notes.  Some differences from the 1988 design are: 

• The input frequency can be 5 or 10 MHz. 
• The output has a pulse repetition frequency that is the same as the 

input frequency, i.e., 5 or 10 MHz. 
• There is no circuitry to support cable calibration. 

 
The higher pulse rate of the digital design, compared with the traditional 
rate of 1 MHz in older designs, and the lack of cable calibration support 
mean that it cannot serve as a drop-in replacement for old calibrators in 
most cases.  Its primary application at present is in VLBI2010-style 
receivers, where the RF bandwidths (of order 10 GHz) and channel 
bandwidths (typically 32 MHz) are much wider than in current systems.  
The higher pulse rate has the advantage that the peak pulse power (which 
can be a problem in wideband systems) can be reduced while maintaining 
the same power level in each phase cal tone. 



 

 



Phase calibration in VLBI2010 
 
 
With analog VLBI electronics being increasingly replaced by digital 
equivalents, it might be thought that phase calibration would become 
unnecessary.  This is not the case. 
 
Much of the analog electronics in Mark4, VLBA4, and similar acquisition 
systems will be replaced by digital systems in VLBI2010, notably including 
baseband converters.  One of the most critical functions of the phase cal 
system traditionally has been to monitor the LO phases of the baseband 
converters.  In a digital backend, the relative phases between channels 
spread over the 512-1024 MHz bandwidth of the DBE are set by digital 
logic and should never drift.  Phase cal is therefore not needed to align the 
channel phases introduced by the FPGA firmware. 
 
But there are still many components of a VLBI2010 system that are analog 
and hence are subject to drift and/or may introduce nonlinear phase-vs.-
frequency distortions.  These components, which will need to be monitored 
with phase cal, include: 

• amplifiers and filters in the front end and in updown converters, 
• cable (coax or optical fiber) from front end to back end, 
• LO phases in updown converters, and 
• Nyquist zone filters. 

 
The phase cal injection point is ideally between the feed and LNA.  
Depending on which feed is adopted for VLBI2010, however, it may not be 
feasible to inject at that location.  Other options include injecting after the 
LNA or radiating the phase cal signal into the feed. 
 
In current VLBI systems, tones at harmonics of 5 MHz are prone to serious 
contamination from spurious signals and are generally ignored in the post-
correlation processing.  In the “digital” phase calibrator, however, only 
tones at 5 MHz harmonics are generated.  Reducing the level of spurious 
signals at these frequencies will therefore be important for VLBI2010. 
 
Whether a cable cal system will be needed in VLBI2010 has not yet been 
determined.  The mechanical and temperature stability of some coax and 
fiber cable types is low enough that it may be possible to omit cable cal. 







 
 



BBDEV. MEMO #023 
 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
Haystack Observatory 

WESTFORD, MASSACHUSETTS 01886 
25 February 2009 

Updated: 5 March 2010 
 

To: Broadband Development Group 
 
From: A.E.E. Rogers 
 
Subject:  Tests of new “digital” phase calibrator. 
 
1] Circuit 
Figure 1 shows the circuit of the phase calibrator.  The ADCMP572 ultrafast comparator 
provides sufficient gain to help ensure low sensitivity to the 5/10 MHz level.  The 
HMC672LC3C ultrafast logic output is a square wave with very fast transitions (See MK5 memo 
#71).  The output capacitor differentiates the waveform to generate positive and negative pulses.  
Pulses of one sign are passed by the HMC019 switch. 
 

Figure 1.  Circuit updated 9 November 2009 
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2] Output spectrum 
The output spectrum is a series of “rails” or “tones” with 5 or 10 MHz spacing depending on the 
input frequency.  The following table shows the rail strength and level of the undesired switch 
control waveform “feed thru” vs frequency.  The feed through is given relative to the rail 
strength. 
 
 5 MHz 10 MHz 
Freq. (GHz) Rail strength 

(dBm) 
Feedthru 

(dBc) 
Rail 

(dBm) 
Feed thru 

(dBc) 
1 -60 -15 -54 -20 
1.5 -60 -25 -55 -30 
2.0 -60 -35 -53 -40 
3.0 -65 <-40 -56 <-40 
5.0 -74 <-40 -64 <-40 
8.0 -78 <-40 -69 <-40 
10.0 -81 <-40 -74 <-40 
15.0 -86 <-40 -80 <-40 

 
For comparison the output of the current tunnel diode pcal running at a 5 MHz pulse rate is about 
-80 dBm per rail at 8 GHz.  
 
3] Temperature coefficient 
Figure 2 shows the set-up for measuring the temperature coefficient.  The temperature of the pcal 
was cycled from 23 to 45 deg C.  The following results were obtained from measurements of the 
phase rail at 9.07 GHz.  For measurements at a 5 MHz rate the pcal was driven from a 5 MHz 
buffer instead of the 10 MHz output of the UDC. 
 

 
Figure 2. 
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Pulse rate MHz Temp Co ps/degC  
5 0.0 ± 0.5 Note 2 
10* +2 ± 0.3 Note 1 

 
Note 1 Measured in Feb. 09 before eliminating the power injection via bias tee. 
Note 2 TempCo reduced from 5±1 ps/s after using +5v directly to the regulator and removing 
L1. 
 
4] Comments 

a. Output slope 
The output slope can be controlled by the value of the HMC672 output capacitor C5.  
For radiated injection of the pcal the 1 pf might be a good choice.  For injection via a 
broadband coupler C5 has been changed to 0.3 pf to reduce the signal level at the low 
frequency end. 

b. Temperature coefficient 
The temperature coefficient at 5 MHz is limited by the input offset drifts in the 
ADCMP572.  The input voltage tempCo is 10 degV Cμ  which is equivalent to about 
0.3 ps/degC at 5 MHz for a 1 volt signal.  The resistor value on JU1 was originally 
0 ohms 0402 resistor of 63 ohms may improve performance and this new value is 
recommended.  If the bias tee method of power injection is to be used L1 should be a 
low tempCo inductor.  The current part (Panasonic ELJ-PB100KF) has a ferrite cone 
with large temperature coefficient. 

c. Output reflections. 
Originally I thought that the differentiating capacitor should be after the microwave 
switch to reduce the relative level of the feed through the switch control waveform 
but since the differentiator provides a poor match it was found to be better to have the 
mismatch at only one place.   
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Figure 3. Pcal shown with bias tee power injection.  Later versions use direct power injection for 
reduced temperature coefficient. 
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Spurious Phase Calibration Signals:How To Find Them and How To Cure ThemBrian CoreyHaystak Observatory12 November 1994Last revised 30 July 1999This memo desribes some of the auses of spurious phase alibration signals in geodeti VLBIsystems, tests that an be performed at the stations to detet the signals, and measures that anbe taken to redue their levels. The disussion assumes a Mark III/IV alibration system witha \ground unit" in the ontrol room driving an \antenna unit" in the reeiver; the antenna unitgenerates narrow pulses spaed 1 �se apart, whih are injeted into the RF signal path via adiretional oupler. Most of the disussion is also appliable to other systems, with some minormodi�ations.What are spurious signals?As used in this memo, the term \spurious phase alibration signal" (or, in interests of brevity,\spur") means a signal that interferes with the true phase al generated by the means desribedabove, and whih thereby an ause a systemati error in the measurement of the phase of abaseband phase al signal. More spei�ally, it is a narrowband signal that is oherent with,and has the same frequeny as, the true phase al. Note that this de�nition exludes noise-likesignals (e.g., RFI) that an degrade the measurement preision but will not bias the measurementsystematially.How weak should they be?Ideally, spurious signals should be at least 50 dB below the true phase al, i.e., < �50 dB.Under suh onditions, the e�et of a spur on the measured phase is <0.2 degree. A level under{40 dB is aeptable. A {30 dB spur is serious ause for onern, and a {20 dB spur may wellrender the phase al unusable in the geodeti analysis of the VLBI data.What auses them? What ures them?1. Externally generated spurs in the ontrol room: Often the strongest spurious signalsoriginate in ontrol room eletronis that are not a part of the alibration system, but thatuse a frequeny referene signal from the maser as an input and so are able to generate signalsoherent with the phase al system. The formatter in partiular is a potent soure of spurs,as it generates harmonis of the sample lok (usually N � 4 MHz) and the sample+paritylok (usually N � 4:5 MHz), as well as harmonis of 5 MHz. For example, when observingwith the standard narrowband S/X frequeny sequene and with reeiver LO frequeniesof 2020/8080 MHz, it is ommon to observe strong spurious signals in X hannel 3 and Shannel 1, beause the two IF phase al frequenies (171 and 198 MHz, respetively) are bothharmonis of 4.5 MHz.These externally generated spurs usually enter the signal path at IF frequenies, although onoasion a spur is piked up at RF frequenies by being radiated into the reeiver feed. For1



instane, a spur has been observed at 2268 MHz (the phase al frequeny for S hannel 4 inthe narrowband sequene), whih was due to the 12th harmoni of the 189 MHz lok on thetape transport ontrol board being radiated out of the ontrol room and into the feed.When a spur originates at IF frequenies, it is usually piked up at the point in the ontrolroom where the IF signal level from the reeiver is lowest, i.e., at the input to the IF dis-tributor. One test for helping to loate where the spur is being piked up is to hange theattenuation in the IF distributor: if the amplitude of the spur does not hange relative to thebroadband IF or baseband noise level, it is being piked up before the IF attenuator.Cures:a. Raise the IF level from the reeiver by adding ampli�er stages in the reeiver or at thepoint where the signal enters the ontrol room.b. Put �lter apaitors on the IFD power supply lines. In a Mark III/IV IFD, be sure theapaitors alled for in NASA/CDP VLBI CCR #031 are present on the power linesand on the bias lines to the normal/alternate swithes.. Chek for ables with broken outer shields or bad onnetors, where spurs may leak in.d. Use double-shielded ables for running IF signals, inluding on the IFD path panel.e. Put a ferrite bead on the 1 pps line going into the IFD.f. Run the o�ending spur generator o� a frequeny referene soure other than the maser.(This was the solution for the 2268 MHz spur.)g. Turn o� the spur generator, if possible!h. If all else fails, hange the frequeny sequene to avoid spur frequenies, in ollaborationwith the experiment sheduler and other stations.2. Reeiver LO eletronis spurs: Reeiver LO eletronis an be a soure of spurs atharmonis of the LO referene frequeny. For example, the CTI 2020/8080-MHz osillatorused in many NASA reeivers radiates harmonis of 5 MHz well up into the S-band frequenyrange, and they may be piked up at RF.Cures:a. Avoid observing at RF frequenies for whih the phase al frequeny is a harmoni ofthe LO referene frequeny (an ation to be taken by the experiment sheduler, not justby an individual station!).b. Lower the level of radiated spurs by using opper tape on the seams of the osillator,putting the LO in a Faraday age, et.. Ensure the integrity of all onnetors and ables.3. Phase al images: If the LO frequeny in a downonverter is an integer number of MHz, twoRF phase al tones will ontribute to eah tone in the IF: (1) the desired RF tone at frequenyfRF and (2) the image tone in the opposite sideband at frequeny fRF;image = 2fLO � fRF .The image tone is a spurious signal. An image rejetion �lter is generally plaed ahead of themixer to attenuate the image tones.Cures:a. Ensure the image rejetion �lter attenuates image frequenies by >50 dB.2



b. O�set the LO from an integer number of MHz. If fLO = (N + x) MHz, where N isan integer and 0 < x < 1 (x 6= 0:5), the desired and image phase al tones will be atdi�erent frequenies in the IF. For instane, the LO frequeny of the IF3 downonverteris set to 500.1 MHz; the 0.1 MHz o�set is there to separate the desired and image tonesin the IF3 output.4. Ampli�er saturation spurs: When the phase al pulse is on, the total system power levelat RF or IF is momentarily higher (typially 10-20 times higher at X-band) than when thepulse is o�. The pulse may drive an ampli�er lose to saturation, in whih ase the ampli�erwill distort the pulse waveform. This distortion is a soure of spurs, the phases of whihgenerally di�er from those of the undistorted phase al. For a pulse repetition rate of 1 MHz,the spur frequenies are harmonis of 1 MHz.Often the strongest spurs arise in the �nal IF ampli�er in a reeiver, where the IF power levelis highest. The isolation ampli�er in a Mark III/IV video onverter typially generates spursat the {40 to {45 dB level.Cures:a. Use ampli�ers apable of higher output levels.b. Lower the RF/IF system gain. (But this may onit with ure 1a.). Attenuate the RF phase al level. There is no need for the phase al level to be higherthan 1{2% of the Tsys noise power.d. O�set by a frational MHz the LO frequeny of a mixer preeding an o�ending ampli�er.5. Mixer feedthrough: If the RF and IF frequeny ranges of a mixer overlap eah other(not good pratie, generally speaking!), imperfet balane in the mixer diodes will allowsome diret feedthrough of RF phase al signals into the IF, without any frequeny up- ordown-onversion.Cures:a. O�set the LO frequeny from integer MHz.b. Redesign the iruit!6. Multiple RF injetion paths: The RF phase al signal from the antenna unit may inadver-tently be injeted into the main RF signal path via routes other than through the alibrationoupler. For instane, the antenna unit radiates well into the X-band frequeny range (evenwhen the ground unit swith is turned o�!), and radiated tones may be piked up by the feed.Cures: Highly dependent on spei� ase.7. Antenna unit spurs: The antenna unit itself may generate additional signals that interferewith the desired phase al signal. The tunnel diode pulse generator in a Mark III/IV antennaunit atually puts out a positive-voltage pulse every 200 ns, and a negative-voltage pulseapproximately midway between eah pair of positive pulses. A mirowave swith followingthe generator allows only one of every 5 positive pulses, and no negative pulses, to pass,thereby reating the usual 1 MHz pulse train. If the swith is not funtioning properly,however, and does not attenuate the negative pulses suÆiently, the negative pulse train maybe a signi�ant soure of spurs.Cure: Fix the antenna unit! 3



8. Reetion in phase al injetion path: If there are multiple impedane mismathes inthe signal path between the antenna unit and the al injetion point, reetions in the pathwill ause multiple, time-delayed replias of the pulse to be transmitted to the oupler, andthe phase al phase will be orrupted.Cure: Eliminate reetions by ensuring ables and onnetions are good. Attenuators mayalso be of use.9. Phase al pik-up at IF frequenies: The antenna unit generates phase al tones atfrequenies from 1 MHz to above 10 GHz, inluding tones in the IF frequeny range. TheseIF tones may leak out of the antenna unit and may then be piked up in the reeiver IF,without passing through the RF eletronis. In one ase, for instane, tones were observed tobe injeted into the S-band IF via the LO detetor port on the MITEQ mixer/preamp usedin many NASA reeivers.Cures:a. Improve the �ltering on the power supply, monitor/ontrol, and other DC lines to theantenna unit and to the IF eletronis.b. O�set the LO frequeny from integer MHz.10. Crosstalk between IF signals: There may be insuÆient isolation between two IF signals(e.g., S- and X-band, or two polarizations in the same band), with the result that the phaseal in one IF may ontaminate the phase al in the other IF and at like a spur. Suh rosstalkbetween S- and X-band has been observed to originate in a reeiver on an antenna and in adual-IF uponverter in a VLBI bakend.Cure: Improve the isolation. Details depend on the spei� ase.How an spurious signals be deteted?Most station tests for the presene of spurs involve using a spetrum analyzer (or, if an analyzeris not available, an osillosope with a narrowband �lter) to measure the power level at the basebandphase al frequeny, whih is typially 10 kHz. The general idea behind most tests is to hangesomething in the system that should make the phase al disappear (e.g., disonnet the referenesignal to the antenna unit), and then see if it did disappear. If a signal at the phase al frequenyis still present above the analyzer noise level after the hange, then a spur is present.Some of the tests that an be performed at the stations to detet spurious signals are:A. Turn o� the phase al with the ground unit swith. If a spur persists, it is type 1 or 2 or, lesslikely, 6 or 7.B. Disonnet the able from the ground unit to the antenna unit. If a spur persists, it is type1 or 2.C. Turn o� the phase al as in test A or B, and disonnet the IF able either at the outputfrom the reeiver or at the point where the IF enters the ontrol room. If a spur persists, itis type 1.D. Unlok the reeiver LO by disonneting its referene signal. Any spur still present is type 1or 4. 4



E. Disonnet the able from the antenna unit to the alibration oupler. Any spur still presentis type 1, 2, 6, 9, or 10. While this test may be diÆult to arry out, as it requires aess tothe reeiver, it is probably the most reliable means for deteting spurs of types 6, 9, and 10.F. Set the LO frequeny on a video onverter to observe a phase al tone whose RF frequenyis an integer multiple of 5 MHz. Repeat test A. If the power level drops less than 20 dB,and if no spur is present at that level when test B is done at the same frequeny, then themirowave swith in the antenna unit is probably defetive (type 7 spur).G. O�set the reeiver LO from integer MHz by, e.g., using a high-quality rystal osillator tosupply the LO referene, instead of the maser. If the baseband phase al tones are observedto shift by x MHz in frequeny, the image tones will shift by �x, and type 1 and 4 spurs willremain unshifted. A type-2 spur will shift, but by an amount di�erent from x.H. Use an adjustable line in the reeiver LO referene line to vary the reeiver LO phase. Forseleted baseband phases over the 360Æ range, measure the phase al amplitude and phase(using, e.g., an FFT analyzer or the Field System ommands pal or dqa). Plot the am-plitudes versus phases. The amplitude should be independent of phase, in the absene ofspurs. An externally generated spur of type 1, with stable amplitude and phase, will ausea single-yle sinusoidal variation in amplitude over 360Æ of phase, as will spurs of types 4,5, and 9. A spur from a phase al image auses a two-yle sinusoid over 360Æ. A type-10spur in IF band 1 (e.g., S or X) aused by rosstalk from IF band 2 will have a period of360Æ=jfLO2=fLO1 � 1j, provided the same LO referene signal serves the two LO's.I. Wiggle onnetions in the reeiver and look for phase or amplitude variations.J. The phase al amplitude should have no strong frequeny dependene within a band (S orX). If the amplitude varies from hannel to hannel, and partiularly if it does so with aquasi-sinusoidal dependene on frequeny, then there may be multiple reetions in the alinjetion path (type 8 spurs).
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